CANDLES
WHITE FLOATING LOTUS (5'W)
CF010W1 | RS. 250 PER PIECE

YELLOW SHADED FLOATING LOTUS (5'W)
CF010Y1 | RS. 250 PER PIECE

PINK SHADED LOVE HEARTS
(2.5"X2.5"X1.2" EACH)
CHARTP3 | RS. 250 SET OF 3

YELLOW SHADED LOVE HEARTS
(2.5"X2.5"X1.2" EACH)
CHARTY3 | RS. 250 SET OF 3

ORANGE SHADED LOVE HEARTS
(2.5"X2.5"X1.2" EACH)
CHARTO3 | RS. 250 SET OF 3
PINK SHADED CLOSED LOTUS (2"X3.2" EACH)  
CCLOT-P3 | RS. 250 SET OF 3

YELLOW SHADED CLOSED LOTUS (2"X3.2" EACH)  
CCLOT-Y3 | RS. 250 SET OF 3

ORANGE SHADED CLOSED LOTUS (2"X3.2" EACH)  
CCLOT-O3 | RS. 250 SET OF 3

WHITE YARN BALL (3"X4")  
CYBoW01 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

GREY YARN BALL (3"X4")  
CYBoG01 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

TEAL YARN BALL (3"X4")  
CYBoT01 | RS. 150 PER PIECE
WHITE SHELL (4"X5")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CSHELW1 | RS. 250 PER PIECE

BLUE SHELL (4"X5")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CSHELBl | RS. 250 PER PIECE

GREEN SHELL (4"X5")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CSHELGR | RS. 250 PER PIECE

GREY SHELL (4"X5")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CSHELG1 | RS. 250 PER PIECE

TEAL SHELL (4"X5")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CSHELT1 | RS. 250 PER PIECE

WHITE ROUND TWISTED BALL (4"X5")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CBTWTo1 | RS. 220 PER PIECE
WHITE
SPIRAL PILLAR (4"X2.75")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CP494W1 | RS. 275 PER PIECE

GREY
SPIRAL PILLAR (4"X2.75")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CP494G1 | RS. 275 PER PIECE

TEAL
SPIRAL PILLAR (4"X2.75")
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CP494T1 | RS. 275 PER PIECE
HURRICANE

WHITE HURRICANE LOTUS (5"W X 3.5"HT)
FRAGRANCE FREE
CHL0001 | RS. 400 PER PIECE

YELLOW SHADED HURRICANE LOTUS (5"W X 3.5"HT)
FRAGRANCE FREE
CHL0002 | RS. 400 PER PIECE

ASHTAVINAYAK CANDLE WITH FAIRY LIGHTS
FRAGRANCE FREE
CASHoWi | RS. 1500 PER PIECE
CONTAINERS

**GLASS JAR WITH FLOWER**  
(3.8"X3"X5")  
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA  
CGLAS02 | RS. 450 PER PIECE

**PINK TINS**  
(2.2"X3")  
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA  
CTIN001 | RS. 200 PER PIECE

**MANGO TINS**  
(2.2"X3")  
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA  
CTIN002 | RS. 200 PER PIECE

**GREY TINS**  
(2.2"X3")  
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA  
CTIN003 | RS. 200 PER PIECE

**SMALL GREY BOWL SET**  
(3.5"X 3.5"X2.6")  
FRAGRANCE: LAVENDER  
CCERoG2 | RS. 750 SET OF 2

**LARGE GREY BOWL WITH WAX FLOWERS**  
(7.5"X 7.5"X3")  
FRAGRANCE: LAVENDER  
CCERoG1 | RS. 1150 PER PIECE
LUXURY CANDLES

TEAL TWISTED PILLAR
(4"X4.5" EACH)
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CPTWT02 | RS. 850 SET OF 2

GREY TWISTED PILLAR
(4"X4.5" EACH)
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CPTWG02 | RS. 850 SET OF 2

WHITE IRREGULAR CYLINDER
(4.5"X4" EACH)
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CPTWC02 | RS. 850 SET OF 2

WHITE HONEYCOMB DESIGN
(4.75"X4" EACH)
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CPBWC02 | RS. 850 SET OF 2
WHITE LOTUS PLATE WITH SUNFLOWER
TEA LIGHT REFILLS (6"X2" EACH)
FRAGRANCE: VANILLA
CLLOTP2 | RS. 1000 SET OF 2

BLACK MATT JAR
(4.1"X3.2"X5")
BLACK JAR FRAGRANCE:
BITTER ORANGE AND CINNAMON
100% SOY WAX
CJARoB1 | RS. 650 PER PIECE

GOLD, SILVER & ROSE GOLD
LUXURY JARS (4.1"X3.2"X5")
GOLD JAR FRAGRANCE: ORANGE BERGAMOT AND BASIL
SILVER JAR FRAGRANCE: WHITE LILY AND LAVENDER
ROSE GOLD JAR FRAGRANCE: PATCHOULI AMBER
100% SOY WAX
CJARoA3 | RS. 2100 SET OF 3
YELLOW & ORANGE MAULI TORAN SET
FFSET03 | RS. 1550 PER SET

YELLOW BANGLE TORAN SET
FFSET04 | RS. 1550 PER SET

PEACH ROSE DOUBLE TORAN
FFTOR07 | RS. 900 PER PIECE

OFF WHITE AND GOLD ROSE DOUBLE TORAN
FFTOR08 | RS. 900 PER PIECE
RED GANPATI CURTAIN
FFCTNo1 | RS. 3000 PER SET

YELLOW LOTUS CURTAIN
FFCTNo2 | RS. 3000 PER SET

PINK CONE TORAN
FCCURTP | RS. 2500 PER PIECE

YELLOW CONE TORAN
FCCURTY | RS. 2500 PER PIECE
RED GOTA BALL
MINI LEAF
FFTOR09 | RS. 500 PER PAIR

OFF WHITE GOTA BALL
MINI LEAF
FFTOR10 | RS. 500 PER PAIR

RED FILIGREE DOOR
HANGING
FFHNG02 | RS. 500 SET OF 2
MANDIR TORAN
OFF WHITE MINI LEAF MANDIR TORAN
FFMND01 | RS. 350 PER PIECE

RED GANPATI MANDIR TORAN
FFMND02 | RS. 350 PER PIECE
RED ROSE VENI
FVNS008 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

PEACH ROSE VENI
FVNS009 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

VENI WITH KALI
FVNS010 | RS. 150 PER PIECE
BATWAS
BLUE JUTE BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW12 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

ORANGE JUTE BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW14 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

PINK & RED BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW01 | RS. 250 PER PIECE

RED JUTE BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW13 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

GREEN JUTE BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW15 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

BLUE CHECK BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW02 | RS. 250 PER PIECE
MEDIUM DECO JUTE BATWA  
7.5"x6.5" (VOLUME - 1/4 KG)  
NTBTW28 | RS. 100 PER PIECE

SMALL DECO JUTE BATWA  
5.9"x5" (VOLUME - 100GM)  
NTBTW27 | RS. 80 PER PIECE

EXTRA SMALL DECO JUTE BATWA  
4.5"x3.9" (VOLUME - 50GM)  
NTBTW26 | RS. 60 PER PIECE
RED JAQUARD BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW17 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

YELLOW JAQUARD BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW19 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

PINK JAQUARD BATWA
8"X8.5" (VOLUME - 1/2 KG)
NTBTW16 | RS. 150 PER PIECE
PUJA THAAL
MAULI THAAL
10" DIAMETER
FTHAL03 | RS. 850 PER PIECE
THAAL COVERS
PINK GOTA BORDER THAAL COVER (21”)
NTTC001 | RS. 500 PER PIECE

GREEN GOTA BORDER THAAL COVER (21”)
NTTC003 | RS. 500 PER PIECE

PEACH GOTA BORDER THAAL COVER (21”)
NTTC002 | RS. 500 PER PIECE

RED THAAL COVER (21”)
NTTC004 | RS. 500 PER PIECE
RANGOLIS
GOLD & NATURAL JUTE RANGOLI DIYA BOX SET
RGSET01 | RS. 850 PER SET OF 4

PINK RANGOLI STRIPS DIYA BOX SET
RGSET02 | RS. 850 PER SET OF 4

ORANGE RANGOLI STRIPS DIYA BOX SET
RGSET03 | RS. 850 PER SET OF 4

MANGO RANGOLI STRIPS DIYA BOX SET
RGSET05 | RS. 850 PER SET OF 4

RED RANGOLI STRIPS DIYA BOX SET
RGSET04 | RS. 850 PER SET OF 4
PINK AND GOLD DROP SHAPE RANGOLI SET
RGSET07 | RS. 500 PER SET

YELLOW AND GOLD DROP SHAPE RANGOLI SET
RGSET08 | RS. 500 PER SET

RED RING RANGOLI SET
RGSET06 | RS. 500 PER SET
DIYAS
WHITE KALI DIYAS
DBX62T5 | RS. 250 SET OF 2

ORANGE KALI DIYAS
DBX62T8 | RS. 250 SET OF 2

RED POMPOM TEA LIGHTS
DBX0001 | RS. 150 SET OF 12

PINK KALI DIYAS
DBX62T7 | RS. 250 SET OF 2

YELLOW POMPOM TEA LIGHTS
DBX0003 | RS. 150 SET OF 12

PINK POMPOM TEA LIGHTS
DBX0002 | RS. 150 SET OF 12
MATKI DIYA ASSORTED COLOURS SET OF 4
DBX0007 | RS. 200 SET OF 4

ORANGE ROUND HANDI
DBX0012 | RS. 200 SET OF 6

RED ROUND HANDI
DBX0008 | RS. 200 SET OF 6

PINK ROUND HANDI
DBX0014 | RS. 200 SET OF 6

RED FIRNI DIYA WITH MIRROR
DBX0020 | RS. 175 SET OF 2

YELLOW FIRNI DIYA WITH MIRROR
DBX0021 | RS. 175 SET OF 2
SMALL GOLD DIYAS
DBX0004 | Rs. 150 SET OF 6

RED TRADITIONAL DIYAS
DBX0022 | Rs. 150 SET OF 6

PINK TRADITIONAL DIYAS
DBX0023 | Rs. 150 SET OF 6

YELLOW TRADITIONAL DIYAS
DBX0024 | Rs. 150 SET OF 6

ORANGE TRADITIONAL DIYAS
DBX0025 | Rs. 150 SET OF 6

GREEN TRADITIONAL DIYAS
DBX0026 | Rs. 150 SET OF 6
PINK BANGLE DIYA
DBX0011 | RS. 150 SET OF 2

YELLOW BANGLE DIYA
DBX0013 | RS. 150 SET OF 2

RED PAISLEY DIYAS
DBX0005 | RS. 200 SET OF 4

YELLOW PAISLEY DIYAS
DBX0006 | RS. 200 SET OF 4

RED DIYA WITH CANDLE SET
DBX0015 | RS. 200 SET OF 2

YELLOW DIYA WITH CANDLE SET
DBX0016 | RS. 200 SET OF 2
YELLOW SUNFLOWER DIYA
DBX0017 | RS. 150 SET OF 2

RED SUNFLOWER DIYA
DBX0018 | RS. 150 SET OF 2

PINK SUNFLOWER DIYA
DBX0019 | RS. 150 SET OF 2
INCENSE
LAVENDER AGARBATTI
AABooLV | RS. 130 PER SLEEVE (40 STICKS)

LEMONGRASS AGARBATTI
AABooL1 | RS. 130 PER SLEEVE (40 STICKS)

MOGRA AGARBATTI
AABooM1 | RS. 130 PER SLEEVE (40 STICKS)

CHANDAN AGARBATTI
AABooC1 | RS. 130 PER SLEEVE (40 STICKS)

AGARBATTI

DHOOP

LOBAN DHOOP
ADHooL1 | RS. 60 PER BOX (20 PIECES)

CHANDAN DHOOP
ADHooC1 | RS. 60 PER BOX (20 PIECES)
KEYCHAINS
ASSORTED PARROT KEYCHAINS
5.2"X2"
JK100A1 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

ASSORTED ELEPHANT KEYCHAINS
6"X2"
JK100A1 | RS. 150 PER PIECE

ASSORTED CROCHET BALL KEYCHAINS
6"X2"
CCKEY03 | RS. 200 PER PIECE
TABLE LINEN
CORAL & WHITE RUNNER & MAT SET
TABLE MAT 18" X 13" | RUNNER 12.5" X 57.5"
WWMTRN1 | RS. 1000 PER SET

GREEN YELLOW STRIPE RUNNER & MAT SET
TABLE MAT 19" X 12" | RUNNER 16" X 72"
WWMTRN3 | RS. 1000 PER SET

MILITARY & WHITE RUNNER & MAT SET
TABLE MAT 18" X 13" | RUNNER 12.5" X 57.5"
WWMTRN2 | RS. 1000 PER SET
CLOTH BAGS
WOVEN TURQUOISE TOTE BAG  
(13.5"X13"X3.5" STRAP 23")  
WWTTBG3 | RS. 800 PER PIECE

WOVEN STRIPE TOTE BAG  
(13.5"X13"X3.5" STRAP 23")  
WWTTBG2 | RS. 800 PER PIECE

WOVEN FRINGE TOTE BAG  
(13.5"X13"X3.5" STRAP 23")  
WWTTBG1 | RS. 800 PER PIECE

WOVEN STRIPE BEACH BAG  
(13.5"HX20"W; BASE 8"X12")  
WWBBG01 | RS. 1000 PER PIECE

OFF WHITE WITH JUTE STRAP BAG (10"X13"X4")  
NTBAG 06 | RS. 400 PER PIECE

MULTICOLOURED BOAT JUTE BAG (12"X11"X3.5")  
SOFBOAT | RS. 250 PER PIECE
RED STRAP TULIP BAG
(10"X10")
STPoa2 | RS. 120 PER PIECE

GREEN STRAP TULIP BAG
(10"X10")
STPoa1 | RS. 120 PER PIECE

YELLOW DIP DYE BOOK BAG
(10.2"X12.3")
NTBAG10 | RS. 175 PER PIECE

TURQUOISE DIP DYE BOOK BAG
(10.2"X12.3")
NTBAG09 | RS. 175 PER PIECE

INDIGO TIE DYE
(10.2"X12.3")
NTBAG08 | RS. 175 PER PIECE

ABSTRACT PINK JUTE BAG
(11"X13")
NTBAG01 | RS. 175 PER PIECE
NATURAL WOVEN ARTISTIC BAG
(9"X5.5")
WWBAG01 | RS. 1200 PER PIECE

BLUE WOVEN ARTISTIC BAG
(9"X5.5")
WWBAG03 | RS. 1500 PER PIECE

BLACK WOVEN ARTISTIC BAG
(9"X5.5")
WWBAG04 | RS. 1500 PER PIECE

BROWN WOVEN ARTISTIC BAG
(9"X5.5")
WWBAG02 | RS. 1500 PER PIECE
WOVEN TRAVEL KIT
POUCH YELLOW STRIPE
WWPCH03/ 04 | RS. 450 PER PIECE

WOVEN TRAVEL KIT
POUCH BLUE STRIPE
WWPCH07/ 08/ 09 | RS. 450 PER PIECE

WOVEN TRAVEL KIT
POUCH ORANGE STRIPE
WWPCH05/ 06 | RS. 450 PER PIECE

WOVEN TRAVEL KIT
POUCH RED STRIPE
WWPCH01/ 02 | RS. 450 PER PIECE
GIFT BAGS
CHEVRON PRINT WINE BAG
14"X4"
PWB00P3 | RS. 350 PER SET OF 3

MEDIUM PAPER BAGS
11"X10"
PGB50P2 | RS. 150 SET OF 2

GAJARA HANDLE PAPER BAG
LARGE HORIZONTAL 11"X16"X4"
PGBGJ02 | RS. 275 SET OF 2

LARGE PAPER BAG
VERTICAL 11"X16"X4"
PGD20P2 | RS. 200 SET OF 2
ASSORTED FLORAL PAPER BAG
SMALL 9"X9"
PGB30Z1 | RS. 175 SET OF 3

ETHNIC PRINT PAPER BAG
SMALL 9"X9"
PGB30E1 | RS. 175 SET OF 3

ELEPHANT PRINT PAPER BAG
SMALL 9"X9"
PGB30EL | RS. 175 SET OF 3

ASSORTED FLORAL PAPER BAG
SMALL 9"X9"
PGB30E1 | RS. 175 SET OF 3
ASSORTED
MINI PAPER BAG - 7"X6.5"
PGBMoP1 | RS. 100 SET OF 2

MINI ELEPHANT & DRAGONFLY
MINI PAPER BAG - 7"X6.5"
PGBMoP1 | RS. 100 SET OF 2

FLORAL PRINT
SLIM BAG 9"X4.5"X4.5"
PMWBoF2 | RS. 120 PER SET OF 2

ETHNIC PRINT
SLIM BAG 9"X4.5"X4.5"
PMWBoE2 | RS. 120 PER SET OF 2

ZIGZAG PRINT
SLIM BAG 9"X4.5"X4.5"
PMWBoZ2 | RS. 120 SET OF 2
ENVELOPES
ASSORTED HANDMADE ENVELOPES
7.5"X3.5"
PCE20A2 | RS. 100 SET OF 2

LOTUS ENVELOPE
7.5"X3.5"
PCE20A3 | RS. 150 SET OF 2